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Abstract: Heart disease is the leading cause of death worldwide.  According to a recent study by the Indian Council 

of Medical Research (ICMR), roughly 25% of the deaths among people aged 252 to 69 are caused by various heart- 

related issues. The most common diseases are cardiovascular disorders. Due to a shortage of professionals and a 

significant number of incorrectly diagnosed cases, a quick and efficient detection method is required. So we should 

have always leaped on vigilance and care approaches and methods to avoid folks working extra due to the guts attack. 

Machine learning techniques are frequently used to make disease predictions. Blockchain technology has the ability to 

prevent data leaks and fraud. It has the potential to improve patient-hospital coordination. The suggested method 

improves data security while reducing the cost, time and resources needed to maintain a patient’s data and outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Lately in the upgoing years it has been recorded that heart diseases are the major cause for death across the world. 

Among the deaths that are caused by heart diseases, few of them are due to natural clinical reasons while the rest are 

due to the delayed diagnosis of heart diseases. ECG test are the basic fundamental test to be carried out for the 

diagnosis of any heart disease. Diagnosis of a heart disease at an early stage can reduce the threat of death to a patient at 

a major extent. The shortage of specialists and high wrongly diagnosed cases have necessitated the necessity to develop 

a quick and efficient detection system. By applying machine learning technique, the prediction of the disease is often 

done. Blockchain technology has the potential to avoid fraud and data leakage. It can make better coordination between 

patient and hospital. The proposed system increases data security and removes the cost, time, and resources required to 

manage the patient’s data and results.  

 

2. MOTIVATION

 

Cardiovascular disease is the leading global cause of death. It is very difficult for a doctor to read an ECG report with 

bare eyes. At times, there is high chance to miss out any abnormality in the ECG report as the change in the ECG wave 

shape is hardly noticeable. Here we are developing a scheme that can analyse the ECG data of patient for predicting the 

type of arrhythmia. 

 

3. LITERATURE  SURVEY 

 

[1](2021) This project uses fog computing to create effective Blockchain-based safe health-care services for disease 

prediction. When developing projections, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases are taken into account. Fog Nodes are 

used to collect patient health data, which is then stored on a Blockchain. The new rule-based clustering technique is 

used to cluster the patient health records initially. Finally, diabetes and cardiovascular disorders are predicted using a 

feature selection-based adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference method (FS-ANFIS). 

Security and privacy for accessing patient medical data, as well as numerous hybrid clustering and classification 

methods, can be employed to increase the performance of the prediction findings. 

 

[2](2021) Machine learning is an important and effective tool for analysing extremely complex medical data. Massive 

amounts of medical data are being generated, and it is critical to use this data effectively to improve the medical and 

health-care sectors around the world. A complete literature analysis of many machine learning algorithms used for a 

variety of medical applications that have recently been published in highly reliable venues is included in this survey 

study. Only recent research can be utilised to survey existing machine learning and deep learning algorithms for 

medical data. This research shows a distinct shift in the use of artificial intelligence techniques in the medical field, with 

deep learning methods taking precedence over previous methods. 
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 The Isolation Forest approach is used to find outliers. Isolation Forest is a decision tree-based unsupervised 

machine learning approach. It discovers outliers by picking one of the characteristics at random and then splitting the 

feature's minimum and maximum values arbitrarily. This method of random feature subdivision, which creates smaller 

paths in the tree structure, distinguishes the anomalies from the regular data. We used this technique because it detects 

irregularities quickly and consumes less memory than other outlier identification algorithms. We can increase the 

accuracy of heart disease risk prediction by using ensemble classification algorithms. 

 

[3](2021) The study of computer algorithms for experience-based automation is known as machine learning (ML). 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a subset of machine learning (ML) that allows computers to accomplish tasks that would 

normally need human intelligence. While effective healthcare communication is critical for effectively translating and 

disseminating information to support and educate patients and the general public, machine learning has proven to be 

useful in healthcare due to its ability to manage complex discussions and conversational flexibility. 

 

[4](2021) To merge ensemble deep learning with Edge computing devices, Health Fog is being used in real-world 

applications such as autonomous heart disease analysis. It uses IoT devices to provide healthcare as a fog service and 

efficiently organises cardiac patient data that comes in per user. More intelligent ensemble models can be used to 

improve accuracy even more. Furthermore, the proposed architecture might be made robust and ubiquitous for a wide 

range of corporate fog computing applications, including agricultural, healthcare, weather forecasting, traffic 

management, and smart cities.  

 

[5](2020) Medical data is analysed using a Linguistic Neuro-Fuzzy with Feature Extraction (LNF-FE) model for 

disease categorization. To begin, this method uses a linguistic fuzzification technique to obtain membership values that 

handle uncertainty issues. These membership values may not have a significant impact on the model, but they will 

expand the dimensions, necessitating extra training time. According to this experimental inquiry, our proposed 

approach beats existing approaches in tackling real-world situations. Medical disease classification using machine 

learning algorithms is difficult due to the nature of data, which can contain partial, confusing, and imprecise 

information. 

The existence of such information in the dataset affects the classification model's performance. Neuro fuzzy logic 

likewise relies totally on human understanding and expertise. The rules of a Fuzzy Logic control system must be 

updated often. These platforms do not recognise machine learning or neural networks. 

 

[6](2020) Edge-based privacy-preserving cryptosystems are one of the forthcoming aspects of cloud-based secure 

remote healthcare monitoring systems. A cloud-based healthcare system will typically accept remote patient data via a 

sensor layer and provide continuous monitoring and diagnosis utilising various decision support system prediction 

methodologies. Traditional healthcare systems struggle to detect and handle real-time patient medical data while 

maintaining privacy and security. 

While edge computing improves security by reducing the amount of data that must be stored in data centres, it also 

introduces security concerns at each edge network point. Furthermore, particular data is more vulnerable to breaches 

since not every edge device has the same built-in authentication and security capabilities. Edge devices may require 

additional hardware and software to provide optimal performance and meet local storage demands. 

 

[7](2019) A machine learning-based automatic seizure detection approach has been created in the IoT framework, 

which uses Hjorth parameters, statistical characteristics, and DWT-based feature extraction. The system was validated 

using a hardware-in-loop simulation technique. The results of the experiments show that the proposed method is 

particularly effective in interpreting complex EEG oscillations, resulting in greater classification accuracy than existing 

methods. The recommended Neuro-Detect was prototyped using a hardware-in-the-loop simulation technique. The 

simulator was set up using a hardware support package provided by the vendor. The actual board was constructed, and 

the Neuro-Detect programme was then run on it. On the 'Neuro-Detect' channel, the user's EEG data was continuously 

saved in the IoT cloud storage, which increased product expenses. 

 

[8](2019) The authors of this paper discuss machine learning and data mining, as well as how they could be used to the 

health-care system. The healthcare industry is a data mining application field since it has large data resources that are 

difficult to manage manually. In developed countries, heart disease has been identified as one of the leading causes of 

death. One of the reasons why people die from heart disease is that the risks are either not recognised or are detected 

later. 
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4. DIFFERENT APPROACHES  

 

4.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM stands for Support Vector Machine and is one of the most widely used Supervised Learning algorithms for 

Classification and Regression issues. However, it is mostly utilized in Machine Learning for Classification difficulties. 

The SVM algorithm's purpose is to find the optimum line or decision boundary for categorizing n-dimensional space 

into classes so that additional data points can be readily placed in the correct category in the future. 

 

4.2. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 

K-Nearest Neighbor is a Supervised Learning-based Machine Learning algorithm that is one of the most basic. The K-

NN algorithm assumes that the new case/data and existing cases are similar and places the new case in the category that 

is most similar to the existing categories. The K-NN method maintains all of the available data and classifies a new data 

point based on its resemblance to the existing cheval. 

 

4.3 Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 

Convolution Neural Network Traditional feature learning methods rely on semantic labels of images as supervision. 

They usually assume that the tags are evenly exclusive and thus do not pointing out towards the complication of labels. 

The learned features endow explicit semantic relations with words. We also develop a novel cross-modal feature that 

can both represent visual and textual contents. CNN is a method of categorizing the images as a part of deep learning. 

In which we apply a single neural network to the full image. The steps in CNN are: convolution, subsampling, 

activation and full connectedness. 

 

4.4 Random Forest 

Random forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm commonly used to resolve classifications. And regression 

problems. Use majority voting to build a decision tree from different samples Regression classification and mean. One 

of the most important features of random The forest algorithm is capable of processing datasets that contain both 

continuous and categorical variables, as follows: Regression and classification. 

 

4.5 Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) 

IPFS is a decentralized file sharing platform that identifies files through their content. When a file is uploaded to IPFS, 

it is split into chunks, each containing at most 256 kilobytes of data and/or links to other chunks. Every chunk is 

identified by a cryptographic hash, also named content identifier that is computed from its content. 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

1.System 

Add the patient data like Name, Age, Gender, Phone number and upload the file on the system. 

 

2.Central Server 

The CNN algorithm is applied on the uploaded patient file. In this the given data is first distributed according to the 

features required, the obtained features are then trained and tested. After this process the tested data is modulated for the 

prediction purpose.  

 

3. Analysis  

The modulated data when sent to the analysis module, the prediction takes place whether the given data shows the traits 

of arrhythmia or not, i.e. the given data is Normal or Abnormal in nature. 

 

4. Blockchain 

The result obtained and the details of the patient are stored on the Blockchain where the hash code  of the patient is 

generated respectively. 
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Fig. 5.1. Proposed Architectural System 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.2. Processing of Data 

 

 

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1. Enter the patient details: 

Name, Phone number, Age , Gender and the ECG file report in .csv format. This is designed using Java swing. 

 

2. Reading the dataset: 

This signal generator then sends the csv file to the CNN algorithm for testing. We will read out dataset using pandas. 

 

3. Exploratory Data Analysis:  

We will pre-process our dataset and extract the parameters from the column as the model will understand numerical 

value. Dataset has 110k records each record is 187 values( which are recorded at 125hz sampling rate means 125 

samples for 1 second of heart beat Testing ( 800 samples of each class => 4k for testing), Training ( 112k-4k=108k 

training) 

 

Layer (type)               Output Shape Param# Connected to 

input_1 InputLayer) (None, 187, 1) 0  

conv1d_1 (Conv1D) (None, 183, 32) 192 input_1[0][0] 

conv1d_2 (Conv1D) (None, 183, 32) 5152 conv1d_1[0][0] 

activation_1 (Activation) (None, 183, 32) 0 conv1d_2[0][0] 

 

Applying convolution layer 1,2,3 and so on applying 1d convolution 32 filters of 5x1 size each. 
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Fig. 6.1. Graph generation after training datasets 

 

4. Handling Categorical Data: 

Output of CNN will be 5 values  

for class 1 [ 1 0 0 0 0 ] 

for class 2 [ 0 1 0 0 0 ] 

for class 3 [ 0 0 1 0 0 ] 

for class 4 [ 0 0 0 1 0 ] 

for class 5 [ 0 0 0 0 1 ] 

 

once the model is trained save it in model format, test the model using test data of 4k records. 

 

5. Test Data: Performing EDA and Feature Engineering 

Printing the classification report - 

         Class1 Class2 Class3 Class4 Class5 

Class1    1    0     0    0    0 

Class2    0    1     0    0    0 

Class3    0    0     1    0    0 

Class4    0    0     0    1    0 

Class5    0    0     0    0    1 

 

Printing the confusion matrix - 

Confusion matrix  consists 4 params derived from classification report for each class, 

TP    Interpretation: You predicted positive and it’s true. 

TN    Interpretation: You predicted negative and it’s true. 

FP    Interpretation: You predicted positive and it’s false. 

FN    Interpretation: You predicted negative and it’s false. 

 

Class1    

               Predicted   No    Yes 

         Actual 

         No                TP    FP 

         Yes               FN    TN 

          

6. Once the prediction is done by CNN the data is sent back to the java signal generator file generating signal 

according to data predicted that is the patient normal or abnormal and displays the result in details in the form of p, q, r, 

s intervals. 

 

7. The predicted data is sent to the IPFS. 
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7. RESULT 

 

In our experimental setup, as shown in the figure 4.1, when entered the details of the patient for the login purpose a 

hash code is generated simultaneously. The hash code her depicts the unique identity of the patient, that no external 

third party can alter it. Parallelly when we upload the ECG file after login, the content from it is trained using the CNN 

algorithm and a corresponding graph is generated of the reports. The IPFS algorithm splits the file into chunks and 

these chunks are identified as a cryptographic hash.  In continuation the result is displayed whether the given patient is 

affected with arrhythmia or not. 

Below depicted is an example of a unique hash code generated after login at the backend in Fig. 7.1.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7.1 Block History of a patient after prediction 

 

In another scenario for multiple patient login the corresponding generation of hash code and the age of the block is 

mentioned in Fig. 7.2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.2. Blocks generation of patients 

 

 

Sr No. Block Arrhythmia 

1 12293627 Normal 

2 12293595 Abnormal 

3 12266527 Normal 

 

Fig. 7.3. Prediction of Arrhythmia 
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Accuracy:  

In our proposed system, we are using the IPFS and CNN algorithm for the disease detection. The accuracy rate as 

compared to other models is mentioned below.  

 

Algorithm Accuracy Rate 

SVM 83 

KNN 82 

Random Forest 78 

CNN 84 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 

Blockchain technology has the potential to dramatically improve and, in the long run, change how patients and 

physicians treat and use clinical records, as well as improve healthcare services. The employment of BC plays a crucial 

part in the present healthcare system. 

It could lead to automated processes for collecting and verifying data, correcting and aggregating information from 

various sources that are indisputable, resistant to manipulation, and provide protected data, as well as reduced 

cybercrime risks and support disseminated information with system redundancy. This research presents safe BC-based 

healthcare services for disease prediction in machine learning. Arrhythmia is taken into account for prediction. In 

comparison to other methods, the suggested work efficiently clusters and predicts the disease.
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